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Take a Ph.D. to Work | Info Session

Tuesday, February 6
12 - 1pm, Career Services Conference Room

Are you a Ph.D. student considering multiple career paths? How can you explore careers while keeping focused on your research and writing? If you wish to experience the world of industry on your own timeline, then the Take a Ph.D. to Work job shadow program may be for you. The Take a Ph.D. to Work program provides Princeton Ph.D. candidates an opportunity to experience a prospective career field first-hand without the commitment of a job or internship. Come
learn more about our new program for graduate students and postdocs and how you can begin to expand your future opportunities.

RSVP [here](#)

---

**Careers for Humanists in Fellowships & Program Development | Discussion and Panel Virtual Coffee Chat Collaboration with Yale**

Friday, February 9
10:30 - 11:30am, Career Services Conference Room

Both Rachel Bernard (Ph.D., History), Program Officer, American Council of Learned Societies, and Katina Rogers (Ph.D., Comp Lit.) Director, Administration and Programs at Future Initiatives, CUNY, rely on their skills and expertise gained while earning their PhDs in the humanities in their current jobs in program development. In this coffee-chat, Bernard and Rogers will discuss what they think are humanists' greatest advantages and what opportunities they perceive in the current job market.

Please email Susanne Killian to confirm your attendance.

---

**Graduate Pedagogy Workshops**

**Wednesday, February 14**
Master Class on Teaching with Professor Ruha Benjamin
4:30-5:45pm, McCormick 101

The Master Class on Teaching is a series featuring distinguished teachers from across the disciplines, sponsored by the McGraw Center for Teaching and Learning, the Office of the Dean of the College, and the Office of the Dean of the Faculty. No RSVP necessary. Join us!

*Please note that this session cannot be applied toward the Teaching Transcript pedagogy workshop requirement.*
by staff from the Princeton Writing Program.

Please note: This is not a session on graduate student writing; it is a session on how to grade undergraduate student writing.

Seating is limited. To register for either session, please visit the McGraw Center website and enroll by Thursday, February 1.

Friday, February 2
Sexual Misconduct | Providing Support to Students and Understanding Your Reporting Obligations
1:30-2:30pm, 206 Frist
Regan Crotty, Title IX Administrator

Imagine that one of your students requests an extension because they were involved in a "SHARE-related incident." Or imagine that a student tells you that they can no longer attend your precept because they were assaulted by another member of the precept. How would you handle these situations? Join Regan Crotty, the University’s Title IX Administrator, to learn more about how to support students who are dealing with these types of difficult situations, as well as your reporting obligations as an AI.

Please RSVP by February 1.

Wednesday, February 14
Innovate with Online Teaching | Information & Brainstorming Session
12 - 1:20pm, 330 Frist

Join us for an information session for the “Innovate with Online Teaching” graduate student competition. Participants will get a short introduction to online teaching tools and have the opportunity to brainstorm projects and get feedback from McGraw staff on ideas you’re thinking of proposing. The participants will also learn more about the application process and how projects will be evaluated. Lunch will be provided.

Please note that this session cannot be applied toward the Teaching Transcript pedagogy workshop requirement.

Graduate Learning Program

McGraw Center Graduate Student Academic Consultations

Trained Ph.D.s and advanced Ph.D. students from a variety of disciplines can collaborate with you to develop an individualized approach to graduate school that draws upon your unique profile of strengths and is tailored to the specific demands of your research, courses, teaching, and life. These confidential consultations focus on your personal priorities and tasks. Make an appointment here. Look for appointment slots which indicate “Graduate Consultant” next to the consultant’s name.

The McGraw Center Is Hiring | Graduate Student Fellow for STEM Undergraduate Learning Support

Do you want to share with Princeton STEM undergraduates the expertise you’ve developed around effective and efficient learning, problem-solving, and research?

The McGraw Center’s Undergraduate Learning Program is seeking to fill a Graduate Student Fellow position to support undergraduate STEM students (with a particular emphasis on engineering students) in their coursework and independent research. The Fellow will develop content and deliver programming that enhances students’ learning and problem solving skills and strategies in STEM disciplines.

The STEM Fellow position is funded as an AI3 (equivalent to a course preceptor). Work hours are very flexible. To learn more, please contact Nic Voge here.
Seating is limited; please RSVP by February 9 to reserve a space.

Princeton Research Day | Crafting Your Project Summary

Tuesday, February 13
12:00 - 1:00 pm, 330 Frist

Are you interested in applying to present at Princeton Research Day? Do you have questions about the application process? This workshop, led by the Princeton Research Day team, will talk you through the application, workshopping the necessary elements for you to pitch your project effectively to a general audience. Lunch will be served.

RSVP here

Flash Resume Workshop | for Graduate Students & Postdocs

Don’t have much time but need quick CV or resume instruction? Graduate Career Services will be offering 30-minute Flash Resume workshops where we will review basics and provide resources for you to take with you to help you create a tailored resume for multiple uses. Come take advantage of this flash service on any of the following Wednesdays:

February 14
March 14
April 18
May 16
12 pm – 12:30 pm Library - Campus Club (Campus Club, 5 Prospect Ave)

RSVP here
Wednesday, March 7
12 Noon, 243 Frist

Join us for a very special event featuring Bobbi Silten, Former EVP, Global Talent & Sustainability, Gap Inc. and President, Gap Foundation. Hear thoughts on leadership and stories on values, reflection and fears from a purpose-driven leader. With over three decades of corporate experience, Silten provides a practical perspective on leadership through a lecture and discussion with Professor Anne Anlin Cheng, professor of English and director of American Studies. Lunch will be served.

RSVP here by Wednesday, February 28.

Princeton Research Day | Apply Now

Thursday, May 10, 2018
Frist Campus Center

Princeton Research Day is a celebration of the research and creative endeavors by our undergraduates, graduate students, postdoctoral researchers and fellows, and other early career researchers. The third-annual campus-wide event will feature poster presentations, exhibits, performances, selected talks and an award ceremony for outstanding contributions. The all-day event is free and open to the public. We encourage all academic departments and centers at Princeton to reserve May 10, 2018, for this special event, and to support participation by your undergraduates, graduate students, postdoctoral researchers and fellows, and other early career researchers.

The application is really easy. You don’t need to have a completed project to present—wherever you’re currently at with your work we want to hear about it. There are also cash prizes that range from $250-$750.

Dates to remember:
Feb. 16: Priority application deadline
April 2: Presenters informed of presentation format
May 10: Princeton Research Day
More details here
Questions? Contact here

Princeton Research Day is a collaborative initiative between the offices of the Dean of the College, the Dean of the Faculty, the Dean for Research and the Dean of the Graduate School.
Part of The Graduate School’s mission is to ensure that our graduate students have the skills they need to succeed professionally as well as academically. Our office and campus partners provide a full range of professional development opportunities and resources for graduate students. We hope you will take full advantage of all the Princeton graduate education has to offer.

Get involved and grow!

Stay Connected